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MERION!
By Faith Coyle
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The year is 2014 and the
Merion Elementary class of 2020
begins kindergarten. For many of
us, this was monumental. Starting
our elementary
school career what could
be cooler?
Getting on
the bus with
the ?big kids?
made us feel
scared, but also
very big ourselves. I?ll always
remember feeling ?accomplished?
at the end of the first day - I was on
my own in a new setting and in a
larger-than-life building that my
older siblings attended. I
remember longing to go to this
place after visiting many times for
my brother and sister?s concerts
and classroom gatherings. Little
did I know then, back in 2014, that
I?d be making friendships and
memories that will last my lifetime.
It all began with my
Kindergarten teacher, Mrs. Wiggins.
She taught us to navigate our new
school setting and to become more

independent. But I can?t help to
look back and think: what else was
going on in the world outside of my
experiences at Merion? As it turns
out, history is always in the making.
Malala Yousafzai was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize as the youngest
person and the first girl ever to
receive this honor. The other event
that stood out to me was that the
song, Happy, by Pharrell Williams
earned the #1 song title in 24
countries - one of the best-selling
singles of all time that became
popular from the movie Despicable
Me 2 - one of my faves. I wondered:
if and how did these world events
shape our school experiences? I
asked all my previous teachers this
very question.
In first grade, 2015, Mrs.
Brazina worked tirelessly to
develop a ?love of learning? for us.
She felt strongly that if we learn to
be open to continuous learning
then we will be open to a lifetime of
adventures. Outside of Merion, the
Muppets released a new character
named Julia. Julia is a bright
female character who has many
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cool features and she?s autistic. Julia?s character helps
us realize that children who are autistic are just like us.
Julia helps us to be more accepting of friends who may
have differences. And for Earth Day, 2016, 14 landmarks
worldwide turned off their power for ?Earth Hour? in an
effort to bring awareness to energy conservation. I
actually remember watching the Eiffel Tower go dark as
part of this effort.
Now it is Fall, 2016, and the Merion class of 2020
moves on to 2nd grade. Mrs. Green teaches us that
being kind to others, above all else, is the goal for 2nd
graders. In the world, Giant Pandas and Manatees are
both taken off the endangered species list. And even
though it has yet to happen, the United States Treasury
Department announces that Harriet Tubman will replace
Andrew Jackson on the front of the twenty dollar bill.
Third grade begins in Fall, 2017, and now I can
specifically remember world events happening and
learning about them in the classroom. First, Mrs. Dion?s
class got an Aquaponics tank from Riverbend and we
learned about ?sustainable food growing.? This is also
the school year when the Eagles ?Philly Special? play
earned the Birds an exciting Super Bowl win. The Eagles
never gave up and persevered to
victory as underdogs. And what
about when the moon?s
shadow went coast to coast
across the continent marking
the first total solar eclipse
since 1918? Remember when
we had to get special
sunglasses to watch the
eclipse? I also remember the Winter
Olympic Games in South Korea. Mrs. Dion says that
these world events did act as the inspiration for
activities throughout the year. In addition, Mrs. Dion
says that, ?Critical thinking is the most important thing
to learn and develop in third grade.?
Fourth grade with Mrs. Popko is a year of growth
mindsets and successful habits of mind. When asked
about what?s most important for a 4th grader to learn,
Mrs. Popko said, ?Fourth grade can be a difficult

transition year for many students. I hope when they
leave fourth grade, my students will be more confident
and trust themselves as thinkers and problem solvers. (I
hope) they will have an open mind and learn from their
mistakes. (I hope) they will see the humorous side of
life and know that they have the power to change the
world if they choose.?
This brings us to the present 2019/ 2020 school
year. The class of 2020 is finally in 5th grade and
preparing to transition to middle school. At the
beginning of our final year at Merion, Greta Thumberg
was making waves by leading the charge for youth
activism in climate change and hope for a better future.
In January, 2020, Lower Merion High School Alumni
Kobe Bryant, his daughter, Gigi, and 5 others?tragic
deaths from a helicopter crash devastated our
community.
Then Spring, 2020 marks the unprecedented, insane
and historical coronavirus pandemic that humbled us all
and brought our school year to a screeching halt. While
it makes us sad that we will be finishing up our last year
at Merion at home, I know I and a lot of others had a
magical last year at Merion, leading up to this
pandemic. Mr. Morton shares that, ?world events impact
my teaching a lot. For example, during the basketball
season, I wanted to teach about bone injuries because
many students knew what happened to Joel Embiid. I
think students who understand events, like Greta
Thumberg?s protests, become stronger students in
general. I
don?t really
have one
event that
drastically
changed how
I teach, but
my day to day ?schedule? can be changed based on any
event.? In a word, Mr. Morton calls, ?Courage? the most
important thing for a 5th grader to learn. Along with
courage is self-esteem. Why? Mr. Morton emphasizes
that, "Self-esteem helps build confidence, and confidence
helps change the world."

" Self-esteemhelpsbuild
confidence, andconfidence
helpschangetheworld."

Ms. Brown: WhyDoes
SheLikeFrogs?
By Yanna Oler
Do you know our school counselor, Ms.
Brown? She?s a fun and kind teacher whose
office is right next to Mrs. Atienza?s class.
She?s always happy to see her students and
loves to see her students write to her in her
little tote bag. There?s also something you
may or may not know about her. Ms. Brown
likes frogs! Do we know why? Well not me,
but that is why I put together a short
interview with a few other questions that are
frog-related. So let's get started!

Yan n a Oler is in
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Why and when did you decide to get Hoppy?
I decided to get Hoppy after collecting frog
statues and stuffed animals for many years. I
thought it would be fun to have a real frog!
I?ve enjoyed sharing Hoppy with the Merion
students.
Is green your favorite color?
Pink is my favorite color, but green is my
second favorite color. I love green because it
is the color of many frogs.
Were frogs popular when you grew up?
Kermit the Frog was popular when I was
growing up. There were many Muppet books,
tv shows and movies. I think Kermit was my
first favorite frog.
Do you own any frog clothing?
Yes, I have many frog gloves, winter hats,
scarves, shirts, socks, slippers, robes and
pajamas. If I see an item with a frog on it, I
buy it!
Is there a specific type of frog that you like?
There are about 4,810 known species of
frogs. It is very hard to pick just one. I love
the gliding tree frog. It is found in Central and
South America. Not only can this frog hop,
but it can glide through the air. The gliding
tree frog gets its name from its ability to
glide from branch to branch in the rainforest
canopy. These frogs spread their webbed

toes wide apart parallel to the ground and the
webbing acts as a sort of parachute. This
helps them catch their food as well as get
away from predators.
If you could, would you be a frog for a day
(or longer) and what kind would you be?
I would love to be a gliding tree frog or a red
eyed tree frog and live in the rainforest
canopy. I would love to spend my day
climbing the trees and watching other
rainforest animals.
And now for the big question:
Why do you like frogs? And when did you
start liking them?
I started really liking frogs after college. This
is when my frog collection began. I saw
many interesting frog statues personifying
humans. I have statues of frogs in yoga
poses, drinking coffee, reading books and
gardening. One reason I love frogs is
because they are very mindful animals. Frogs
sit very still which reminds me to sit still, be
mindful and present.
Another reason I love frogs is because they
grow and change. Frogs develop from a
tadpole, to a froglet, to a frog. This reminds
me that people can grow and change too. We
don?t do it in the same way as a frog. We
don?t get additional legs or arms, but we can
grow in our abilities and beliefs. We can grow
and change the way we act and behave. We
can always become better versions of
ourselves.
And there you have it, folks. The reasons
behind why Ms. Brown loves frogs. I?d like to
thank Ms. Brown for participating in my
interview. I learned a lot from this interview
and I hope you did too! Oh, and when you
pass her office, don?t forget to leave a note in
her frog tote!

GammaRayBursts
By Daniel Park

Have you ever heard about a GRB? Well it
stands for gamma ray bursts. Gamma ray
bursts occur from supernovae and
collisions from neutron stars and are
theoretically some of the deadliest forces
in the universe. This article will be about
how GRBs can be deadly, how they are
made, and when they were first detected.
GRBs are very dangerous because they
wipe out the ozone layer, which can lead to
higher rates of skin cancer and other
severe damage. Typically, the ozone layer
absorbs UVB ultraviolet light from the sun,
but if it were to be destroyed, it increases
UVB levels on the surface, which increases
the chance of skin cancer. The ultraviolet
light is also very high in temperature and
energetic. Without the ozone layer, the
ultraviolet rays would pulverize the earth
within a fraction of a second!

GRBs are made if a neutron star collides
with another star. That causes a
supernovae explosion, which then causes
either a small or long burst. Long GRBs are
created by supernovae. Short GRBs are
created by neutron star collisions. Both
long and small are still destructive.
GRBs were first discovered by the Vela
Satellites in 1976. It was used for
converting nuclear weapon tests.
Scientists used it and discovered GRBs. In
the 1990s, the Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory was made. It was a space
observatory used for detecting photons. It
has been a total of about 44 years since
GRBs were known to humanity.
As you can see, you just learned about a
little about GRBs. Although GRBs are part
of space, you might not know how far away
they might be. It?s just a matter of time and
space.
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ThePinewoodDerbyWorld
Championship2019
By Peter Higgins
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ZOOM! SWISH! The race
started as I watched my
car zoom down the track
trying to stay ahead of the
other cars. It was a sunny
June day in the Marriott
Marquis in Times Square,
New York. It was the day of
the Pinewood Derby World
Championship, or PDWC
for short. The tension was
so thick you could cut it
with a knife. I was racing in
the Pro-Stock division.
These cars were the
hardest ones to beat.
A pinewood derby car is
made of a block of wood
that?s cut down the way the
maker likes it. It may have
holes for attachable
weights, which helps the
car go faster because of
physics and the laws of
gravity (I won?t get into that
right now because that?s a
longer story.) The car has
metal axles and plastic
wheels. Once made, all the
cars race down a track and

the winner is the fastest
car, measured by average
miles per hour. They can be
painted as white as a
snowball as black as night
or anything in between.
Here are some things you
should know about the
Pinewood Derby. There are
four levels. In the first level,
you race your car against
others in your age group in
your Cub Scout den. The
second level includes the
top three winners from
each age group in your Cub
Scout pack. (Mine is Pack
71 in Merion.) The third
level is the regionals where
you race against the top
three of each pack in the
area. The last, but certainly
not the least, is the WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP! You race
with the top three from
each region in the WORLD!
(If you make it this far.)
Each time I saw my car
race at the World
Championship, my heart

raced faster than the
fastest car there. I felt like
it would never end. The
music was so loud it felt
like an earthquake! I was
having so much fun that I
wished the race would be
longer.
Then after hours of waiting,
I found out what place I
got? I kept thinking about
all the build-up that led up
to this. I got first place in
my den and in my pack.
Then, third place in the
regionals, which brought
me here to the World
Championship! I cheered
for the coolest car when I
was not racing. I got
second or third place every
time my car raced because
I was in Pro-Stock division
-- the fastest cars. Now,
after hours of waiting, I
found out that I had gotten
50th place out of three
thousand kids from all over
the country. I will never
forget this day!

" THISISA
QUOTE
INYOUR
SIDEBAR"
M addesyn Th axt on is
in M s. Ch en's Class.

SHOULDKIDSHAVE

TIKTOK?
By Maddesyn Thaxton and
Grace Richards
Are you wondering
what Tik Tok is? It
is a social media
platform where
people can post
short videos of
themselves and/ or
others. Tik Tok has
its pros and cons. In this article, we will
cover both the pros and cons so you can
learn about Tik Tok.
Let?s go over the pros. One pro is you can
be creative doing dances and making skits.
Another pro is that you can share things
with your friends and family. Third, if you go
viral on Tik Tok, you may start earning
money and become influential. Another pro
is you can make people feel good when you
comment positive things about people?s
videos. The last pro is that if you log in
under 13, Tik Tok restricts the non-kid
friendly things.
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We have gone over the pros, now let?s
discuss the cons. First, people can post
mean things about you and your videos.

That probably makes you feel sad. Another
con is the safety issues. People watching
your videos could figure out where you are
based on the background. Also on Tik Tok,
people suggest unsafe challenges that can
send kids to the hospital. Another con is
device time ? people get addicted and
spend too much time on TikTok. Lastly, the
app isn?t meant for children, but kids use it
anyway.
We also interviewed an adult and a child
about TikTok. The adult said that he
doesn?t like TikTok because there are no
parental controls, and if you put something
on TikTok you can never take it off. Plus,
people can bully others online.
The fourth grade child has a different
opinion. The child says there are three
good things about TikTok. It?s funny, it
makes people happy, and it?s a way to bring
people together. The child says that there
should be a time limit for kids though.
In conclusion, TikTok is good and bad. We
hope you have more information so you
can decide if TikTok is right for you.

Comicson
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ATremendous
Machine!
The best racehorse
ever known
By Valentina Portela
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As you have probably guessed, this
article is about a racehorse that is the best
I?ve ever seen and that a bunch of others
have seen. Others might say he is a close
second but I say he is the best of the best.
He is Secretariat and his owner is Penny
Chenery Tweedy. He was born on March
30, 1970.
The first thing I will tell you about
Secretariat is why he is so important and
famous. He is one of the very few horses
to win
the Triple Crown. The Triple
Crown includes three
very hard races to
win: the Kentucky
Derby, Preakness
Stakes and the
Belmont Stakes.
And not only did
he win all three, but
he
won the Kentucky
Derby and the Belmont Stakes in record
time. He also won the Belmont Stakes by
31 lengths! Ron Turcotte was his jockey
and he was dressed in white and blue
checkerboard silks. Secretariat also had a
22-pound heart, which had to contribute to
his extreme speed and stamina.
The next thing that I will tell you about is
Secretariat?s family. His father was Bold

Ruler, a very fast racehorse but lacking
stamina. Fun fact about Bold Ruler: He was
the 1957 horse of the year. His mother was
Something Royal who had very good
stamina. So Secretariat had both speed
and stamina. This made him an incredibly
great racehorse.
Finally, here are some fun facts about
Secretariat. His great grandfather,
Nasrullah was also the great-great
grandfather of 1977 triple crown winner
Seattle Slew. U.S. postal service saluted
Secretariat with a 33-cent stamp in 1999.
Another horse called Sham and Secretariat
were rivals and their final race at the
Belmont Stakes proved Secretariat was a
better racehorse than Sham. Secretariat?s
nickname was Big Red because his coat
looked red. Secretariat?s stud fee was $3.8
million. In the Belmont Stakes the
announcer said, ?It?s Secretariat, moving
like a tremendous machine!?
Secretariat died on October 4, 1989
because of laminitis, a chronic and painful
hoof disease. Well, thanks for reading! I
hope that this helped my readers to realize
how powerful, interesting and cool horses
can be and make sure you tune in for the
next Kentucky Derby, Preakness Stakes
and Belmont Stakes.

CanYouSpeak
PigLatin?
By Jonah Glass

Have you ever heard of Pig Latin? Well, it
is a made-up language and I personally
use it mostly to talk to my friends? and
now I will teach it to you. Here?s how it
works: Take a word that you want to say
and put the first letter of the word at the
end and add ?AY.? For example ?you?
would be ?ou-yay.?
There will be words for which this ?rule?
won?t work: like with the word ?I.? You
just say? I,? and not ?I-ay.? Generally, if a
word starts with a vowel, it usually stays
the same. Sometimes with words that
start with a consonant blend, like ?sp? in
speak, you bring the second letter (or the
blend) to the end: ?speak? would be
?eak-spay.?

Your turn! Try to translate: o-day ou-yay
eak-spay ig-pay atin-lay:

____________________________________
Now try Pig Latin to English, translate: I go
to Merion Elementary.

_____________________________________
Now try answering a question in Pig Latin:
What is your favorite thing to do in your
spare time?
____________________________________
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Crazybut Cool
FoodCombinations
By Leo Reid
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1. Cheetos and milk: Looks nice but doesn't sound nice.
2. This one looks very good: Melted chocolate on pizza.
3. Here is another one for pizza: Honey on pizza - that sounds nice.
4. Then there?s french fries dipped in honey.
5. Ew oreos dipped in orange juice: Now that sounds bad.
6. Grape jelly and scrambled eggs: Honestly I would eat that.
7. Salted chips with Nutella: Ew that is so disgusting.
8. Popcorn and marshmallows: Yum!
9. Avocado and chocolate: Ew.
10. Ice cream and French fries: That doesn't sound good.

Comics!
TryOuts!
By Yanna Oler

MayI TakeYourOrder?
By Fred Walls

Fr ed Walls is in
M r s. Oppen h eim 's
class.
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Abou t Th is Issu e
Before we knew how this year
would end, Merion Muse had
already announced their
deadlines for issue #2. We
decided if we received ten
submissions, we would run this
issue. We received exactly ten. In
some ways, it was a sign that we
need to keep celebrating the
creativity of our students.

Keep Merion Muse Alive!
Who knows what next year looks
like but you can help Merion Muse
live on! Merion is the only LM
elementary school with a
newspaper - let's not lose it! To
see how you can help, email
m er ion m u se@gm ail.com .

